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After a summary of basic definitions and results concerning data base relations, an algebraic 
method is worked out which enables us to prove some new results of combinatorial type in this 
subject. 
Data base relations or relationships introduced by Codd [r ,2] have given rise to 
various algebraic investigations. e.g. Delcbel and Casey [SJ, Armstrong [4]. 
Recently attention was drawn to some combinatorial aspects, too: Yu and 
Johnson [6], Osbom and Tompa [7]. Our study is connected with their results and 
are quoted at appropriate places in the text. 
After summarizing the basic definitions (Section 2) where we have followed 
Armstrong, the subsequent sections contain some combinatorial results achieved 
by an algebraic method worked out for this purpose. A somewhat similar 
approach (but serving other purposes) can be found in Fadous [8]. 
2. Definitions 
2.1. Attdbtates 
Let l2 =(a,, a2,. . . , u,,) be a finite set. The elements of 0 are called attributes. 
Iill = n is called the order or length of the attribute set fl. 
2.2. Functional dependencies 
The ordered pairs (A, B) of these subsets of 0 are referred to as j’unctisnal 
degendeneies or simply dependencies over fl. A family 9 of dependencies i  called 
a furl family of dependencies over s1 if it is closed under certain operational rules 
called Armstrong’s axioms listed below. Given an arbitrary set 9’ of dependencies 
(A,, Bi) there is a smallest full family 9 of dependencies containing it. We will say 
that the members of an be deriue$ from the members 9. In what fsll~urs, if
there is no danger o nfusion, the statement (A,, B,) E will be abbreviated to 
Al +Is,. The following axioms give a description of 9 for a given family 9’. 
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2.3. Armstrong’s axioms 
For every A, B, C, D c fl 
Fl: A+A; 
F2: ff A-43 and B-C, then A-rC; 
F3: If A-43 and CzA and DM, then C-D; 
I 
(1) 
F4: If A-4 arLd C43, then AhlC436JLk 
The original sequence (Al, B,) e @’ together with thee of type A 4 A furnished 
by axiom Fl will be called the Mat set 9” (of dependencies). 
By De:tlnition 2.2, no other dependencies (A,B) than the inid set and thosls 
implied by Fi=M are member8 of9, If I3 z A, then A 3 B w&ever 9’ may be, 
by Fl Etnd FIX These dependeneiee are called trivial, all ethers raswtriuiat 
members of 9, 
24, Maxhd dtmianfs, keys 
For a set g of valid dependencies existing in a relation the axioms Fl-F4 
eckkntl~ hold therefore the dependency structure of a relation is a representation 
of some full family. Armstrong has shown the converse (Theorem 5) that any full 
family can be represented by the dependency structure of an appropriately chosen 
relatL3n. 
Therefore for studying dependency structures maximal elements and keys, in 
particular it is, in fact, not necessary to have (even to define) relations: the notions 
2. G-2.4 suffice. 
ain the other hand, structures of full Eamiiies can be represented by other 
ob& dts than relations, as well. There is, e.g. a simple set-model of the mentioned 
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property, defined as follows: 
Let m={pl, pz * * * p,) be a finite set. Let some subsets a”~ w (i = 1,2, . . . , n) 
be chosen and called modelaattributes, They form a set 0” = {a:, a$, a . ‘, ~2. 
Let A* be composed of some mod&attributes at, a;, , , . , at and similarly B* of 
uz,9 a& 4.8) a& Let the madd~dependencba be ordered pairs of subsets 
(A*, B*), Finally let the atatemcnt (A*, B*)e 9 (or A*+B*) be defined 88 
3 I 1. Axioms Al-A3 
Let us compare Armstrong’s axioms (1) with the system as follows: 
Al : A + A (Identical with Fl); 
A2: If A+B and C+D, thsn AU(BnC)-+AUIWCUD; 
A3: If A +I3 and C 2 A and D c_ B, then C-, D (Identical with F3). 
(2) 
The full family 9 generated by Fl-F4 is the same as that generated by Al-A3 
because 
Lemma 1. The system (1) an;l (2) are equivalent. 
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Proof. In order to derive A2 from Fl-F4 let A -+B (assumption) and fi n C-, 
B n C (Fl) be taken. Then by F4, A +A U B as well as 
AU@nC)+AUBU(ijnC)=AUBUC. 
From this dependency and from A U B U C+ A U B U C U D (C+D and F4), by 
F2: 
AU(BnC)+AUBUCUD. 
Conversely, F2 follows from A2 putting B = C and then applying A3. Similarly is 
a consequence of A2 and A3 because A U (I? n C) E A U C. 
Remark. It would be sufficient o claim: 
#El: A+A; . 
E2: If A-*& C-,D and EcAUBUCUD, then AU(BnC)+E. But this 
last, “minimal” set of axioms seems to be less convenient han Al-A3 for the 
later purposes. 
3.2. The operation * 
Let a binary operation * be defined as 
epe2=e ’ =b%Ui3nA,-+B,uB,). (3) 
If both e, = A, +&ES and e2=A 2-+2E~@ then, by A2, e’&K 
L,emma 2. The operation * is assock ‘qie: e, *(e2* e_ \ = (e, *eJ * e3. 
Ttje proof follows from definition (3) immediately. 
\Ccl,rOlllUjf. Let ei =Ai-*Bi (BiZAi, i=l,2,...,k) beagivensequenceofdepen- 
crrmies E 3. By Lenma 2 e, * e2* l l l * ek has a uniqk meaning. Statentent : 
e=4,~e2*‘*‘*ek=L(e)~U & (4) 
wkertz 
L(e)= l(I\Iu(~‘lnA,)U(~,n~,nA3)u ** ’ u(&n&n ” ’ nfik_lnAk). (5) 
Nternatrvely (5) can as well be written as 
~ie~=(A,Ui3,)n(A,uA,U~,)~~~*n(A,UA,u~~~UA,__,U8,..~) 
n(A,UA,U***UAk). (6) 
All this can be shown by easy computations. 
Lemm 3, rf ~,==(A,-+A,), (i=l,2,,..,k), then e=e,*eez*-*ek= 
0 Ar ----, U 84, ix. from trivial dependencies there ape trivial dependencies deriuabla 
0flly. 
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This is evident from (3). 
Furthermore, if e = A + B (B ;Z A) and f = C-, C, then 
e*f=AU@nC)+BU&‘, f*e=CU(MA)-*BUC 
Rence 
L(e*f)cL(f*e)=CUA. 
Lemma 4. The operation * is idempotent in the foZlow,tng sense: If e = 
el*ez*” ’ *ek and e’=e*ek+l where e k+l is identical with some of the ei’s 
(i = 1,2,. “. , k), then e = e’. 
This can be seen from (5) or (6). 
3.3. The set % 
For any given initial set 9” (see 2.3) the operation * generates a set % c_ g 
closed for axioms Al, A2. Since A3 was not used 59 c 9 might happen; however: 
Lemma 5. All maximal elements of 9. and, in particular, all candidate keys of S 
are the same as those of 9X 
Proof. Let us extend the set 
all possible ways allowed by 
and A;++ of 99’ 
?I to 9’ by applying axiom A3 to all elements of % in 
A3. Let us apply then A2 to two elements A’;-*& 
derived in this way resulting In err= 
A’:U(B’(nAq)~B:‘UB~UA’SUA~. Since there exist, by the very rule of con- 
struction, some A’, c A:. B’,zB;‘, A$cAz, B$zB$ such that A’,+&&, 
AS-*&E ‘8 the dependency e{ *eG = A’, U (& nA,)-*& U& is in 9?, as well. 
Hence e” can be derived from e’ by A3 in the direct way, i.e. it belongs to 3’ all 
the same. Therefore W = X But elements belonging to s = %’ but not to 9?I 
cannot be maximal by construction or” VI’. 
Corollary. All maximal elements are, by Lemma 5, found in %8 while all elements 
of%creoftheformg’=g,*-* gf where the g,‘s are initial dependencies; they are 
all different by Lemma 4, and if g’ is a maximal element in 9 indeed, then aI1 
component dependencies gi, except the last one, gl, can be regarded as non-trivial, 
otherwise commutation of a trivial and a non-trivial dependency would, by Lemma 
3, cause an eventual reduction of the size of L(g) in contradiction to the assumption 
that g’ is maximal element of ZF. Hence all maximal elements of 9 can be written 
in the following, “canonical” form 
where (w,, Q, . . . , q) is an ordered subset of the indices 1,2, . . . , k, (pl included), 
d is a trivial dependency of type D -+D (D==fl included) and e, (i==1,2,...,&) 
are, as above, the initial, non-trivial functional dependencies A, -+B, with l%, 2 A,. 
Proof, If X-4 then there is, by Lemma SII an X%X so that X’42, X’E 5% It 
is sufficient therefore to restrict the proof to sets X E % l3ut all elements of 59 can 
hc represented in the form (7) consequently the formula 
has only to be proved where d is some trivial dependency D+ I). 
By proper ordering of the initial dependencies X = t(e, * e2* a 9 9 *eN *d). The 
right side is 0 here i.e. Al U &U 9 l m U Is, U D = 0 therefore 
so that 
&nB,n- ni3sr.m(P3Y+,nii,n . ..nis.u(~,+,nB,n~~~ni3,,.,) 
U l 4(AknB,n . IQ nB,_ t)u(rn& n. m s n&b 
%halwing rhat (9) holds. 
C~oCtlry. ‘rhp “canonical” representation of the pofenfial candidate keys is (8). 
The iqygest number of different sets of type (8) is k!. Hence not more than k! 
canclidmc wys can be derived from k idial, non-itGal dependencies. 
This is .tile theorem of Osborn’s and Tompa’s [7]. 
Remark 1. Yu and Johnson [6] have constructed a set of k initial dependencies 
from which k! different keys were derived indeed: Let the order of the relation 
(the cardinality of $2) be equal to k2, the attributes arranged in the form of a 
matrix; let the sets Ai consist of the attributes in the ith row of the matrix; let 
them J+:termine the ith column and, of course, themselves (Bi). Then it was shown 
that the set of at tributes in the upper triangle of tlte matrix form a candidate key 
of SF and 80 do all upper triangles that appear after ~imultamx~s 
permutationo, 
7 
row-column 
Remarlr 2. Starting from (8) it is easy to derive borne algorithm for finding all 
candidate keys. This line is, however, not followed up here because the rasuk 
would bc about the sama as that given by Fadous [S] who developed similar 
WtpR%SiOi1S, 
3.4, assults 
Theorem 1. If It is possible to derfve as many as k ! keys from k inltld functional 
dependencies, then the order of the relation (the cardfnaElty of the set 0 of trttrlbutes) 
is at least kCk - 1). 
Froof. Keys are, by Emma 6, 
are different candidate keys for 
Now, let us take the terms 
representable by the expressions (8). Since they 
all permutations none should be part of another. 
Z(~k-,,~k)=B,,nI3,,n”‘nB, ,n&,, , (1W 
of (8). Evidently there are k( k - 1) sets of this type. 
Each Z(i, i) contains at least one element of 0 entirely for its own, Were any of 
them, e.g. Z(k - 1, k) part of the union of all other 2 sets then an easy 
computation shows that 
would hold. But substituting this expression into K, = L(e, * m u m *ek _ I * ek) it can 
easily be seen that K, c_ K2 = L(el * 9 a 9 * ek * ek_ ,) in contradiction with the as- 
sumption that both are keys. 
Since all k( k - 1) sets (10) have an attribute not contained in any of the others, 
0 must consist of not less than k( k - 1) attributes. 
Definition. The largest attribute set S(i, j) contained in Z(i, j) but disjoint from 
all other 2 sets is called the ctitical set of Z(i, i). Critical sets are, by definition, 
mutually disjoint. 
Corollaiv of Theorem 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 no critical set is 
eww 
Theorem 2. If it is possible to derive k! candida.te keys from k initial functional 
dependencies, then 
(i) all initial sets Ai contain k - 1 attributes at least and 
(ii) all kcw contain k(k - 1)/2 attributes at least. 
h0t. (i) A,, 2 A,, n 8,, n II,, n 9 s n n Bwh , i,e, there are at leaat & - 1 crltiecrl 
acts eontrained in A,,, No eritleal aat can be empty by corollary of Theorem 1. 
Therefore A,, ineludes k = 1 attributea at Iseat, 
(ii) &idontly the tarmB in a key Bet 
KIA,,u(~~,nA,,)ueeIu(~~,n~88n 
arc mutually BiNJoint, There are k - t critical aetti contuinad In A,,, k - 2 an 
B,, r\ A,,, k = 3 In B,, n &,n A,,, etc, HMW the kgy should contain k(k - 1 l/2 
critical s~ta, at leaat, 
hmark, In the construction of Yu’s @nd Johnuon’M the attrlbutrs srat Irs of 
cardinality k d whereas the minimal cardlnality far CL sy@tern with k I dwlvrrbla key@ 
IN, by Thcatwn t, k(k - 11 only, tt i~, however, perrtribta to reduce tha number of 
attrlbutcR In that canstsuctlsn, by amitdng thati@ In the main dla#N, to k(k = 11, 
Doing MI), the critIcal ~PQM are kept, wnd the number of dertvable keyls doea ntj‘,t 
4. Number of keys and maximal dependenclge In a vwlatlon of fixed order 
PrsaQ, A set Sp of subsets of 0 is called a Sperner-system if none of the e\ements 
of Y is part of another, The keys of a relation must farm a Sperner-system 
(Armstrong 14, Theorem a]), Our theorem then follows from Sperner’s theorem 
i3) immediately. 
F u-thermore Armstrong has shown, as well, that there exists, to any given 
Crjel 3h p *:;*;:c ,&I 9, a relation the keys of which are the members of 3’. So the 
extre\laO n~~ltber can be attained, Later on we show that it is attainable ven 
under :rhe restriction that the relation is I&W. 
Similarby to the question concerning keys it may be asked how many non-trivial 
maximal elements can at most be present in any family of dependencies if the 
cardinality of the attribute set dl is fixed to n. Thl:: extremum M, is not known; 
Gy. Katona and P. Frank1 (private communication) as well as the authors of the 
present paper have, however, shown that MJ2” -+ 1 for n--+R Also they have 
found some asymptotical estimates as to the lower and upper bounds of M,. 
hence (11) ia an upper bound for the number of BMD’B, On the other hand the 
hound (11) h trttainable, Let UI take the fam!ly which hsrR (&) kaye (of length [in] 
each). Every aueh key imglba n ==lfn] PMD’B, Henea thin family has 
PMD’s in total. But the numbers (11) and (12) are equal. 
Roof. For sake of simplicity we assume that n is even, n = 2113, For odd it’s the 
proof is quite similar and omitted therefore. 
Let the linear relation (the subspace 9) be determined by the linear constraints 
A&r = 2$+2%*+ ’ ’ ’ -t2”‘~ (i = 1,2,. . 9 ) m) 
while xl, xr,. . . , x,,, are independent. We want to show that any m attributes 
determine !ke remainder m ones: 
tQ 4,. l l l - CliJ’-)h,+,~ Qi,+2, l l l 3 (liJ 
what is equivalent o the statement that all minors of the determinant 
I 21 2’ . . . 2”’ 
I 22 24 . . . 22131 D= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2” 22m . . . 2’“’ 
are different from zero. 
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